A method for generating sequences of quasirandom numbers allows conventional serial Monte Carlo algorithms to be parallelized with no loss of computation e ciency. Speci cally, a Sobol' sequence can be broken up into interleaved subsets; with each processing node calculating a unique subset of the full sequence, all of the computational advantages of quasirandom Monte Carlo methods over pure-random algorithms or grid-based techniques are retained. Tests with several parallel supercomputers demonstrate that greater than 10 5 integration points (1D{6D regions) can be generated per second per node, independent of the number of nodes.
Introduction
The purpose of this work is to introduce a method for e ciently generating quasirandom number sequences on parallel computers. These sequences can be used in Monte Carlo algorithms which have a wide range of scienti c and engineering applications.
Here we consider a general class of Monte Carlo algorithms which are based upon the construction and realization of a random variate X whose expectation value hXi is the answer A to the problem at hand. For example, A may be the value of some de nite integral or the variance in a prediction of some elaborate theoretical model. Estimates of A come from averaging samples X i of this variate,
where the approximation becomes exact in the limit of large number of samples. Of course the challenge lies in modelling the properties X and generating random realizations to suit the problem.
The de ning connection between a Monte Carlo algorithm and the statistics of a random variate makes it clear that the algorithm can always be viewed in terms of integration (here we are following Sobol's 8] more detailed argument). Speci cally, in calculating the mean, one performs the moment integral hSi Z dx S(x) p X (x) ; (2) where p X is the probability density function for the variate X.
In conventional Monte Carlo algorithms, realizations of X are produced from pseudorandom number generators which approximately sample a uniform random variate U on a domain of 0; 1].
Thus, we may write X = (Ũ) (3) whereŨ is a vector in an M-dimensional space whose elements are the set of independent uniform variates U 1 ; : : :; U M . Then, the integral in Eq. (2) which is being estimated by the algorithm can be rewritten as (4) Bromley where the probability density function p U for the uniform variate is just unity within the limits of integration. Thus the Monte Carlo method can be seen as evaluating some integral in an Mdimensional unit cube.
The goal of the Monte Carlo method is to e ectively sample the probability measure dx p X (x) of the random variate. In principle, we could realize the variate with pseudorandom number generators by sampling the measure at random points in the M-dimensional cube, or we could just as well evaluate the measure on a set of non-random, uniformly distributed points as in a grid-based integration scheme. Of course this latter approach is not technically a Monte Carlo method, however, the connection with the Monte Carlo formalism is nominally maintained when quasirandom numbers such as Sobol 
Quasirandom number generators have the feature that they yield points in the M-dimensional cube which are uniformly distributed even on scales approaching the interpoint spacing. Furthermore, the points are generated in an order which largely maintains this uniformity as the density of points is increased. These properties give quasirandom numbers distinct advantages over both pseudorandom numbers and regular grids. The small-scale uniformity of quasirandom points enables the sum in Eq. (5) to converge as fast as N ?1 , depending on the problem, but generally faster than pseudorandom sequences with N ?1=2 convergence. As compared to a regular grid, quasirandom point samples do not generally converge faster, however the uniformity of the distribution for any particular number of points N means that convergence can be tested at any stage (although preferably at N set to a power of two), and the series can be truncated when the desired accuracy in the answer A is reached. Regular grids, on the other hand, typically have a xed, preset number density and uniform sampling is achieved only when the grid is complete. The goal of the present work is to confer the advantages of quasirandom numbers to algorithms written for parallel computers. Here we address the problem of how to e ciently generate Sobol's quasirandom sequence on a multinode system so as not to duplicate the sampling points among the nodes. The strategy is very similar to the approach described by Fox et al. 3] for parallelizing linear congruential quasirandom number generators. We rst review some aspects of Sobol' sequences, and then we introduce fast generators for interleaved subsets of these sequences which can be used to distribute the sampling workload between nodes. Finally we discuss speci c parallel implementations of the generators.
Interleaved Sobol' Subsequences
In the original algorithm of Sobol ' 7] , the N th term of a uniform, space-lling quasi-random sequence is Q N = b 1 V 1 b 2 V 2 : : : ; (6) where denotes a binary exclusive-or operation, the b i are the digits in the the binary representation of N (i. In parallel applications, one has the choice of either breaking up the spatial domain of integration in the M-dimensional cube among the processing nodes or distributing the sequence of sample points. In this latter case, each node deals with a distinct set of the full quasirandom number sequence and hence each node must be able to e ciently navigate through the sequence. When the total number of sample points required for convergence is not known a priori, a reasonable way to distribute the sample points is to have each node skip along the sequence, jumping over those sample points which are handled by other nodes. For example, with 512 nodes performing a one-dimensional integral, each node could sample every 512 th point in the sequence so that 512 unique, interleaved subsequences are generated. This means that each node must be able to skip over 511 numbers in the sequence for every sample iteration. Depending on the application, 511 right-most zero bit calculations and 511 binary exclusive-or operations as required by Eq. (8) can be computationally signi cant. Indeed, Sobol's original algorithm (Eq. 6]) becomes preferable, as the computational complexity of calculating the N th number in the sequence goes as log 2 (N) times the load of calculating a binary exclusive-or.
We can do better. An analog to Eq. (8) is now introduced which allows each processing node to skip over terms in a Sobol' sequence with a single exclusive-or operation per dimension. The optimal case is when the number of nodes is an integral power of two, say 2 
Discussion
The principle result of this work is Eq. (9), a recursion relation with allows an element in a Sobol' sequence to be quickly calculated from a previous, but not necessary adjacent, element without determining the intervening members of the sequence. This relation enables parallel Monte Carlo algorithms to have each node of a parallel processor step through interleaved subsequences with the same computational load as if it were calculating the original sequence.
Preliminary work with the algorithm, including trial runs of the test problems in Monte Carlo integration given by Press et al. 6] demonstrates that the computational load of generating points in 1{6 dimensions is typically over 10 5 points per second per node. For example, on a Cray T3D, a billion points in three dimensions were generated in 50 seconds using 128 nodes.
There are certainly other ways to implement a parallel quasirandom sequence generator. One possibility is to run identical Sobol' sequence generators on all the nodes but to have the domain in the cube of integration be unique to each node. However, if there is no compelling reason for breaking up the cube of integration, then the method presented here is preferable for its simplicity and the fact that it will give exactly the same answer regardless of the number of processors. Even if there is a reason, as in adaptive Monte Carlo techniques 4, 5] for wild integrands, the method given here enables the cube to be divided into domains that re ect the problem and not the number of nodes.
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